Empower All Citizens With The Skills And Knowledge To Respond When Shots Are Fired.

The Metropolitan Community College Police Department offers free ALICE training for students, faculty and staff to discuss how we can increase survivability by empowering individuals to participate in their own survival. Training is a blended learning model, incorporating both lecture and practical scenario-based exercises.

WHY DO I NEED THIS?

Violent Critical Incidents in society are becoming more frequent and mainstream around the nation and world. By studying what has worked in past violent incidents around the world it has been found that certain techniques work and others don’t.

PURPOSE OF THIS TRAINING?

ALICE is an active shooter response program that consists of Awareness and Communication strategies and Response Options strategies. The Awareness and Communication strategies consist of situational awareness and alerting others. Situational Awareness is your perception of your environment and how you comprehend and respond to that environment. Alert is the information you are providing to others so they can choose the best strategy for their own safety.

The Response strategies are how you respond upon being alerted that there is danger. The strategy options that fall under response are: evacuate (removing yourself from danger), lockdown (barricading your location), and counter (countering the intruder’s ability to use their weapon to give yourself and others time to evacuate.

This training is not designed to scare you into thinking there is a violent situation lurking around every corner. It is designed to prepare you with knowledge should you be in a violent critical situation.